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The mastery of the craft and attention to detail which have accompanied pomd’or throughout its 

history, make it a firm which is legendary for the creation of bathroom accessories. 

Synonymous with refinement and luxury, each of the accessories is handcrafted, using materials of the 

highest quality. During their painstaking manufacturing process, the pieces undergo exhaustive tests 

and are checked one by one, with meticulous attention to detail, thus bestowing upon them the value 

of real gems. 

In its quest to preserve tradition, pomd’or wanted to return to its essence and rediscover its 

inception, recovering its mastery and craftsmanship in glass work. Thus arises Heritage, luxurious 

and elegant pieces which achieve the highest excellence thanks to the perfect combination of artisan 

elaboration with the latest technology. 

As the hand-made dresses are made by the best tailors and as the hand-made furniture are made by 

woodworkers, Heritage is inspired in the fashion and in the luxury interior design.

Its main protagonist, the glass is in its purest form. It dresses with transparent, black and seductive 

decorated, and it is finally secured using elaborate clasps in a chrome, nickel or sophisticated gold. 

Countless exclusive combinations that make this collection a leader in haute couture for the bathroom.

Its artisan elaboration and its luxury design, give soul to an exclusive and elegant collection, creating 

so authentic jewels.
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MISTERIOUS | SENSUAL | ALLURE
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PURE | BEAUTIFUL | HARMONIOUS
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SOPHISTICATED | LUXURY | GLAMOUR
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CHEERFUL | ELEGANT | COOL
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PROVOCATIVE | DEFIANT | AUDACIOUS
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4| chester1| pure 5| timeless

flange

02| chrome 52| brushed nickel53| polished nickel

finish

NE| blackTD| transparent decoTR| transparent

glass



3| coco2| rigato

44| champagne 40| brushed gold58| gold

ND| black deco HeritageCollection



code

heritage range reference

flange

finish

glass

703001 a bb cc

4
chester

3
coco

1
pure

2
rigato

5
timeless

44
champagne

02
chrome

52
brushed
nickel

53
polished

nickel

40
brushed

gold

58
gold

ND
black deco

NE
black

TD
transparent deco

TR
transparent



heritage range

703001 a bb cc

hook

704003 a bb cc

right towel bar 25 cm
704030 a bb cc

left towel bar 25 cm
701030 a bb cc

towel bar 30 cm

701045 a bb cc

towel bar 45 cm
701060 a bb cc 

towel bar 60 cm

702005 a bb cc

towel ring
705060 a bb cc

shelf 60 cm
705110 a bb cc

towel rack



704010 a bb cc

left paper holder without cover
704001 a bb cc

right paper holder without cover
705040 a bb cc

shelf 40 cm

7090500 bb cc

free standing toilet brush
707001 a bb cc

brush-holder
3670030 bb

brush-holder

707050000 cc

free standing brush-holder
7078310 bb cc

free standing soap dispenser 200 ml
3670530 bb

free standing brush-holder

heritage range



704002 a bb cc

paper holder with cover
704042 a bb cc

reserve paper holder
709001 a bb cc

toilet brush

707801 a bb cc

soap dispenser 200 ml
3678060 bb

soap dispenser 125 ml

3678330 bb

free standing soap dispenser 125 ml

706001 a bb cc

soap dish

706050000 cc

free standing soap dish
7094010 bb cc

tissue box



heritage range

7081010 bb cc

free standing magnifying mirror (x3)

3693520 bb

waste bin
7075010 bb cc

pot
7075020 bb cc

pot



lifetime warranty  

pomd’or  is committed to fascinate with its de-

votion for the details. We bet for quality materials and 

care elaboration processes as the essence of the products. 

One of our goals is to reach our customers expecta-

tions using materials that offer long lasting warranty 

and that pass the most rigorous quality controls. 

Regularly, the composition and pureness of all mate-

rials are checked, especially the metals and the coat-

ing electrolytic thickness (chrome, brass and nickel). 

Heritage stands out due to scrupulous material assort-

ment where opted for the reliability and integrity that 

the PVD coating and the optical crystal provide. It is 

a cutting-edge elaboration process. A laborious and  

meticulous assembling 

process made in house 

by high quality work-

ers where each piece is 

custom made and pre-

sented as a real jewel. 

MaterialS and finishes

Crystal

Optical Crystal, with maximum transparency, hand 

made from a block and worked until the desired shape is 

obtained. 100% recyclable material. 

PVD finish (Physical Vapour Deposition)

The PVD is a high end and a technically advanced fin-

ish very much appreciated for the products that require 

to maintain the same appearance long. This coating is 

widely used in the jewel and watch making industries. 

The PVD coating increases the superficial hardness of 

the pieces. It gets a higher resistance against the wear-

ing, scratching and corrosion. Therefore, we can offer 

without a doubt for this finishing a life time warranty. 

The PVD technological process consists of producing a 

metallic vapour that deposits electrically on conduc-

tive materials. It means that the material transform at 

atomic level. During the process, chemical vapour com-

ponents are put on the surface, making a thin film which 

provides hardness, resistance and colour to the pieces.

Lifetime
Warranty

Highest
Standard
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INDUSTRIAS COSMIC, S.A.
CERDANYA, 2
POL. IND. LA BORDA
P.O. BOX 184
08140  CALDES DE MONTBUI  BARCELONA
CENTRAL OFFICE  TEL +34 938 654 277  FAX +34 938 654 264
SPAIN  TEL 938 664 100  FAX 938 654 264
INTERNATIONAL PHONE  TEL +34 938 664 101  FAX +34 938 654 264
BELGIUM  TEL 0800 111 90  FAX 0800 113 44
FRANCE  TEL 0800 915 047  FAX 0800 915 048
GERMANY  TEL 0800 181 7824  FAX 0800 180 1548
NETHERLANDS  TEL 0800 022 0654  FAX 0800 022 0282
PORTUGAL  TEL 808 201 454  FAX +34 938 654 264

info@pomdor.com
www.pomdor.com
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